[Relationships between the Flexibility of Cognitive Performance and the Response of Alpha-Rhythm in the Go/NoGo Task].
During the experiments, healthy subjects (n = 35) completed Go/NoGo task with a set towards the recognition of negative face expression; the visual stimuli were set in the middle of a 16-second-long interval between target (face) and triggering stimuli. The local changes in low-frequency alpha-oscillations in response to stimuli (desynchronization after a positive Go stimulus and synchronization after an inhibitory NoGo stimulus) take place in posterior frontal and anterior temporal lobes of the left hemisphere, i.e., in cortical areas directly involved in speech processes. In subjects with flexible set towards recognition, we observed synchronization of alpha-rhythm after inhibitory NoGo stimulus; in subjects with more stable set, this did not occur. Thus, we obtained new experimental data confirming that induced synchronization of alpha-oscillations reflects the enhancement of descending inhibitory control of the prefrontal cortex.